Nitrogen purity influences the occurrence of As+ ions in high-performance liquid chromatography/electrospray ionization mass spectrometric analysis of four common arsenosugars.
High-performance liquid chromatography coupled to electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (HPLC/ESI-MS) can provide both elemental and molecular information and, therefore, is a very useful tool for the identification of arsenic compounds. When a method for the identification of four arsenosugars was employed in our laboratory with an HPLC/ESI-MS system equipped with a Whatman model 75-72 nitrogen generator, a signal at m/z 75 (As(+)) could not be observed. When the HPLC/ESI-MS system was operated with nitrogen 5.0 (nitrogen of a purity of at least 99.999%) all four arsenosugars gave a signal at m/z 75. Because of this observation the influence of the quality of the nitrogen drying gas on the fragmentation of the four arsenosugars was systematically investigated. Standard solutions containing the four arsenosugars (0.5 ng As each) were separated on an anion-exchange column and detected with ESI-MS in the positive ion mode by monitoring the signals for [M+H](+), m/z 237, 91, and 75. Nitrogen with defined oxygen concentrations was used as drying gas. The purity of the nitrogen ranged from 99 to 99.999% (10 400 to 10 ppm oxygen impurity). The nitrogen with 99% purity gave no signal at m/z 75, but signals were obtained at m/z 91, 237, and for [M+H](+). When higher purity nitrogen (99.9%) was used, a signal was obtained at m/z 75, which accounted for 0.8-1.1% (depending on the kind of arsenosugar) of the sum of the signals for m/z 75, 91, 237 and [M+H](+). As the level of oxygen in the nitrogen decreased, the m/z 75 signal increased to 2.0-3.1%. This was accompanied by a concomitant decrease in the m/z 91 signal from 5.2-6.6% to 0.7-1.5%, whereas the signals for [M+H](+) and m/z 237 were essentially unchanged. Signals at m/z 75 with intensities comparable with those observed for the 99.9% pure nitrogen were also obtained for all the arsenosugars when the HPLC/ESI-MS system was operated with a Domnick Hunter Nitrox UHPLCMS18 nitrogen generator. Dimethylarsinic acid, arsenobetaine, trimethylarsine oxide, arsenocholine and the tetramethylarsonium cation also gave no signal at m/z 75 when they were analyzed with the Whatman model 75-72 nitrogen generator, but clear signals at m/z 75 were observed with the Domnick Hunter Nitrox UHPLCMS18 nitrogen generator. A nitrogen quality of at least 99.9% is required to obtain elemental information (m/z 75) when arsenic compounds are investigated by HPLC/ESI-MS. Molecular and elemental information from one chromatographic run is a valuable tool for the characterization of unknown arsenic compounds.